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Abstract: Surfaces in a hygiene critical environment can become potential reservoirs for transmission
of pathogenic infections. Engineering surfaces with the tunable anti-biofouling and antibacterial
properties could reduce infections particularly in hospitals and public transport hubs. In the
present work, a facile two-step process has been deployed to fabricate a superhydrophobic and
antibacterial aluminum surface by chemical etching, followed by passivation with low surface energy
octyltriethoxysilane (OTES) molecules. The wettability and antibacterial properties of the OTES
passivated aluminum was monotonically tuned by adding quaternary ammonium (QUATs) molecules.
An anti-biofouling property of 99.9% against Staphylococcus aureus, 99% against Pseudomonas aeruginosa
and 99% against E. coli bacteria, was achieved.
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1. Introduction

Antibacterial coatings for biomedical implant devices (such as catheters, artificial hip and knee
joints, etc.) and high touch surface applications have gained much attention in recent times due to
their ability to reduce the prevalence of nosocomial infections [1,2]. Antibacterial coatings may not
only prevent biofilm formation, medical impact device failure and post-operative bacterial infections,
but also reduce microbial bioburden in hygiene critical environment [2]. It is worthwhile mentioning
that pathogenic microorganisms can survive on frequently touched surfaces in our daily life such as
door knobs, push plates, etc. for days, weeks and months [1,2]. Thus, surfaces act as hot-spots
for transmission of pathogenic infections [2]. To this end, engineering surfaces with antibacterial
property has now been acknowledged as an important strategy for reducing microbial bioburden
and the prevalence of infections [3]. Among surfaces with antibacterial properties, anti-biofouling
and superhydrophobic surfaces seem desirable as they have the ability to inhibit bacterial attachment
on surfaces.

Superhydrophobic surfaces possess a static water contact angle (CA) > 150◦ with a water roll-off

property. In nature, scientists have discovered the unique water roll-off property in several plants,
such as lotus leaf. Such a superhydrophobic surface can be fabricated by patterning micro-nano
structures, followed by passivation with low surface energy molecules. Various strategies such as
photolithography [4], sol–gel [4], plasma etching [5], anodization [6] and chemical etching [7] have
been deployed to fabricate superhydrophobic surfaces, which find applications as self-cleaning fabrics,
anticorrosion, drag reduction and anti-biofouling surface [8]. Though, superhydrophobic surfaces
can repel bacterial adhesion, they fail under long-term exposure [9]. For example, Ivanova et al. [10]
utilized femtosecond laser ablation process to fabricate superhydrophobic titanium coatings (with CA
of 166◦), and demonstrated their effectiveness at repelling Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P.A), (Gram −ve)
bacterium attachment. However, over long-term exposure (~18 h), the water roll-off property
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was lost, subsequently leading to both Staphylococcus aureus (S.A), (Gram +ve) and P.A bacterial
colonization. Thus, incorporating bactericides in superhydrophobic coating holds promise not
only in inducing both anti-biofouling and antibacterial properties, but also for improving their
longevity. Again, superhydrophobic coating incorporated with bactericide could minimize uncontrolled
bactericide release and subsequent toxicity concerns.

Therefore, designing surfaces with both superhydrophobic and antibacterial properties
has recently gained significant interest [11–13]. For example, Chung et al. [12] fabricated a
silver-perfluorodecanethiolate coatings on silicon wafer with both superhydrophobic and antibacterial
coatings via precipitation method, using perfluorodecanethiol (PFDT) and silver as fluorinated and
metal-thiolate complexes precursors, respectively. In a related work, Wang et al. [11] fabricated
a superhydrophobic diamond films with both antibacterial and anti-biofouling properties using
hot filament chemical vapor deposition and sol-gel perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane (PFTS) molecules
passivation. Meanwhile, Zhang et al. [13] reported a Ag/Cu bimetallic coatings fabricated using
a galvanic replacement reaction and thermal oxidation processes. This coating exhibited both
superhydrophobic and antibacterial properties, but the bacterial repellent property was not reported.
It is reported that fluorosilane molecules and leachable bactericides such as Ag and Cu may be toxic
to the ecosystem [14]. For example, Ag and Cu at 6.1 ppm (56.5 µM) and 2.61 ppm (41.1 µM) were
reported to be toxic to Zebrafish embryos [15]. Again, fluorinated compounds have been implicated
in sporadic outbreaks of respiratory illness characterized by dyspnea, cough and chest pain [16].
Thus, there is an urgent need for alternative biocompatible low surface energy molecule and non-toxic
bactericides (such as quaternary ammonium (QUATs) molecules commonly used as disinfectants for
sanitizing hospital environment) to fabricate tunable superhydrophobic and antibacterial coatings.

In the present work, a facile two-step process is deployed to fabricate superhydrophobic and
antibacterial aluminum surface by chemical etching, followed by passivation with low surface energy
hydrocarbon of octyltriethoxysilane (OTES) molecules. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first report on OTES-QUATs coatings with tunable antibacterial and bacterial repellent properties.
While the water CA of most above mentioned coatings [11–13] are well above 150◦ and the coatings
exhibited bacterial repellent and antibacterial properties, their tunable properties have not been
systematically studied yet. It should be mentioned that a tunable superhydrophobic coating could be
tailored for some specific applications, such as hydrophobic and antibacterial coatings for medical
implants or superhydrophobic and antibacterial coatings for a cooling tower or frequently touched
surfaces. Again, such coatings could improve the overall longevity of antibacterial properties even
after the loss of superhydrophobicity. In the present study, the water roll-off property is monotonically
tuned from superhydrophobic to hydrophilic surface by increasing the concentration of the QUATs.
Furthermore, the excellent antibacterial and anti-biofouling properties, as well as their synergistic
effects are demonstrated.

2. Materials and Methods

A 1 inch × 2 inches Al (AA6061) was ultrasonically degreased in a soapy solution, followed by
chemical etching in 30 wt.% HCl at 55 ◦C for 3 min. A total of 50 mL ethanol was taken in a beaker and
1000 µL of 3.0 M OTES added while stirring using a magetic bar, on a hot plat of temperature of 25 ◦C,
to prepare the mixed solution of OTES. Furthermore 0.01 M of QUAT was added drop by drop in the
solution to obtain the mixed solution of OTES-QUAT. The amount of OTES was kept contant and the
0.01 M QUAT added in such as way that the molar ratio of QUAT: OTES varies between 0 to 54 × 10−4,
according to Table S1 (shown in the Supporting Information, Table S1). The OTES-QUATs suspension
was then sonicated for 15 min for dispersion. Subsequently, the etched Al substrates were immersed in
these solutions for 30 min for the passivation. Furthermore, the passivated aluminum substrates were
dried in the oven 100 ◦C in the air atmosphere for 2 h to remove residual solvents.
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2.1. Sample Characterization

The morphological and elemental characterizations of the samples were analyzed using scanning
electron microscopy (SEM, JEOL JSM-6480 LV, Pleasanton, CA, USA), equipped with energy dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDS, JEOL, Pleasanton, CA, USA). The chemical compositions were analysed
by attenuated total reflection-fourier transform infrared (ATR, Agilent Technologies Cary 630 FTIR,
Santa Clara, CA, USA). In addition, the wetting characteristics of the samples were determined by
measuring both static and dynamic contact angles (CA) using a First Ten Angstrom Contact angle
goniometer at five positions on each substrate using 10 mL deionized water drop. The dynamic contact
angle was measured by holding the water droplet with a stationary needle in contact with the sample
surface and moving the goniometer stage in one direction. The surface roughness of the coatings were
measured using an optical profilometer (MicroXAM-100 HR 3D surface profilometer, NANOVEA,
Irvine, CA, USA).

2.2. Antibacterial Assay

Antibacterial activity was determined by both anti-biofouling and disk diffusion assays.
Using bacterial repellent assay, bacterial strains: Staphylococcus aureus (ATCC 6538), Escherichia coli
(ATCC 8739), and Pseudomonas aeruginosa (ATCC 9027)), were grown overnight from frozen (−80 ◦C)
glycerol stock in tryptic soy broth (TSB) (Hardy Diagnostics) at 37 ◦C, and then passaged on
fresh TSB (37 ◦C) to obtain bacterial cell density of 108 colony forming units/milliliter (CFU)/mL.
Bacterial cell density was determined by measuring the optical density (OD) at 625 nm wavelength.
Static bacterial adhesion experiments were conducted following a prescribed protocol elsewhere [17].
Briefly, two 250 mL sterile beakers were filled with 99 mL 10 mM phosphate buffer solution (PBS) (pH 7.5
+/− 0.3 at 25 ◦C.) and 1 mL bacterial culture. Subsequently, test samples, namely 1 inch × 2 inches
etched Al substrates (used as blank) and OTES-QUATs passivated Al substrates were placed separately
in the beakers. Samples were then incubated for 3 h at 37 ◦C. Next, samples were rinsed in PBS to
remove non-adherent bacteria, which were subsequently transferred into a set of 50 mL sterile beakers
(containing PBS), and sonicated on ice for 10 min to remove adherent bacteria. Finally, the bacterial
suspensions were serially diluted, and plated on tryptic soy agar TSA, followed by an aerobic incubation
at 37 ◦C for 24 h. Positive controls were performed for t = 0 and t = 3 h to ascertain bacterial viability.
All experiments were performed in triplicate and on fresh bacterial inoculum. Relative bacterial
adhesion was calculated as [(A − B)/A × 100%], where A = CFU/cm2 of adherent bacteria on etched
Al substrates and B = CFU/cm2 of adherent bacteria on OTES-QUATs passivated sample. Data were
analyzed by ANOVA with the Tukey–Kramer multiple comparison test. Data were considered
significant at p < 0.05.

Regarding the disk diffusion assays, bacterial strains were grown overnight to obtain 108 CFU/mL
as described above. Kirby Bauer disk diffusion assay was used as described elsewhere [18].
Briefly, sterile swab was used to inoculate Mueller Hinton Agar (Hardy Diagnostics) films by streaking
to obtain a bacterial lawn. Subsequently, 20 µL QUATs soaked Whatman filter papers (6 mm
diameter) were inserted on the agar media. Finally, the agar plates were aerobically incubated
at 37 ◦C for 24 h. Experiments were repeated and in triplicate, on different days with fresh
bacterial cell suspensions. All microbiology experiments related to the following bacterial cell
culture: Staphylococcus aureus-(ATCC 6538), Pseudomonas aeruginosa (ATCC9027) and Escherichia coli
(ATCC 8739) were obtained from Hardy Diagnostics, and conducted at the microbiology laboratory
of our industrial partner and commenced subject to the ethical approval of their ethics committee
(https://a3surfaces.com/en/).

https://a3surfaces.com/en/
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Morphological and Chemical Analysis

In Figure 1a, I–III show the ATR-FTIR spectra of octyltriethoxysilane molecules passivated etched
Al substrate (OTES/Al); octyltriethoxysilane and quaternary ammonium molecules passivated etched
Al substrate (OTES-QUATs/Al); and quaternary ammonium molecules passivated etched aluminum
(QUATs/Al), respectively. The peak at 3445 cm−1, represents the O–H and N–H stretching modes [19].
While those at 2955, 2920 and 2853 cm−1 can be assigned to asymmetric CH3 groups; and symmetric
CH2 and asymmetric CH2 vibration modes [20,21]. Again, the asymmetrical stretching vibration of
the Si−O−Si molecules are located in the 1060–1100 cm−1 bands. Additionally, 1646–898 cm−1 can be
assigned to the C–N and C–H stretching modes of QUATs [22,23], (Supporting Information can be
found in Figure S1). Finally, the 1080 cm−1 peak corresponds to the asymmetric Si–O–CH2CH3 mode of
OTES-QUATs [20]. It is interesting to note that the increasing intensity of this peak of OTES-QUATs/Al
compared to OTES/Al (Figure 1a) (II vs. I)) is due to symmetric and asymmetrical stretching
vibration overlaps from both the molecules of OTES and QUATs; and the resulting non-hydrolysable
reaction [20]. It has been suggested that QUATs covalently bonds to alkyl chains of siloxane [19]
through a non-hydrolysable Si–O–C bonding. Therefore, on the addition of QUATs, the alkyl group
of nitrogen (N+)–(CH3)3 covalently bonds with the octyl chains of the octyltriethoxysilane (OTES)
molecules through a non-hydrolysable reaction. Ref. [24], as schematically modelled in Figure 1b(II).
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Figure 1. (a) Attenuated total reflection-fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectra of:
(I) Octyltriethoxysilane molecules passivated etched Al substrate (OTES/Al); (II) octyltriethoxysilane and
quaternary ammonium molecules passivated etched Al substrate (OTES-QUATs/Al); (III) quaternary
ammonium molecules passivated etched aluminum (QUATs/Al). (b) Schematic model of: (I) OTES on
etched aluminum (OTES/Al); (II) formation of OTES-QUATs on etched Al, along with (OTES/Al).

In addition to the FTIR, SEM and EDS (Figure 2a–d) were performed to study the morphological
and the elemental composition of OTES-QUATs molecules passivated etched aluminum, respectively.
EDS spectra show the presence of C, N, O, Al, Si and Cl, with their corresponding Kα peaks at 0.28, 0.39,
0.53, 1.49, 1.74 and 2.62 keV, respectively. As shown in the inset in Figure 2a, chemical etching results
in a topologically terraced micro and nano-features with surface rms roughness and contact angle (CA)
of 6.2 ± 1.5 µm and 16◦ ± 0.2◦ (Supporting Information, Table S2), respectively, which is similar to
those previously reported [25]. These small faceted and labyrinth micro-nano features can trap air
through the dispersed protrusions of asperities, reducing solid droplet contact to repel droplets over
the entrapped air layers [26]. However, OTES-QUATs/Al samples exhibited a roughness of 5.8 ± 0.5 µm
and a CA of 153◦ ± 3.7◦ (shown in the Supporting Information, Table S2). Similarly, the OTES/Al
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samples showed a roughness of 6.5 ± 0.5 µm, and a CA of 161◦ ± 2.3◦ (Supporting Information can
be found in Table S2). It can be noted that the roughness of the etched and passivated samples were
around 6 µm.Coatings 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 5 of 10 
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Figure 2. (a–d) SEM images and EDS spectra of etched Al substrate and OTES-QUATs/Al, respectively.
The insets also show the images of water drop on the respective surfaces with their contact angles.

Note that the superhydrophobicity is due to combined effects of low surface energy OTES molecules
and micro-nano roughness of etched aluminum substrates. It is well known that the micro–nano pattern
on the surface allows large amount of air to be entrapped into the pattern, while the low surface energy
molecules inhibit the interaction with water [27,28]. Therefore, having a CA > 160◦, it is reasonable
to assume that water drops on OTES/Al samples would roll-off easily. However, by increasing
molar ratio of QUATs/OTES, the wettability of OTES/Al sample was monotonically converted from
superhydrophobic to hydrophilic. The trend continued with loss of superhydrophobicity (Figure 3).
It should be mentioned that QUATs are amphiphilic surfactants having hydrophilic head groups
(nitrogen and anion halide), covalently attached to four functional hydrophobic alkyl groups. At a high
hydrophilic density (N+–Cl−, O−–H+ etc.), surface chemistry is altered, decreasing OTES hydrophobic
groups, thus lowering CA.
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Compared to CA, contact angle hysteresis (CAH) exhibited a linear relationship with increasing
molar ratio of [QUATs: OTES] (shown in the Supporting Information, Table S2). OTES passivated
Al showed a CAH of 9◦ ± 3.6◦, where droplet becomes unstable and starts to roll-off on the surfaces.
However, as molar ratio of [QUATs: OTES] increased, CAH gradually increased to 15◦ ± 5◦ until droplet
stuck on the surface with large values of CAH (Supporting Information, can be found in Table S2).

3.2. Antibacterial Activity

Antibacterial property was studied by both disk diffusion and bacterial adhesion assays. Note that
disk diffusion describes antibacterial assay that utilizes the diffusion of antimicrobial agents to inhibit
the growth of microorganisms. The region surrounding antimicrobial agent, where microbial growth
is inhibited is called the zone of inhibition (ZOI). The larger the ZOI, the better and effective the
antimicrobial agent. It should be mentioned that QUATs are membrane-active agents that interact with
the cytoplasmic membrane of bacteria and lipids of viruses [29]. They are very effective antimicrobial
agent and first-line defense disinfectants against a wide variety of pathogenic microorganisms,
used generally for sanitizing hospital environments [30]. As shown in Figure 4a, the disk diffusion
assay results for S.A showed a zone of inhibition (ZOI) of 39 ± 0.8, 34 ± 1.6, and 12.0 ± 0.5 for ethanoic
QUATs, OTES-QUATs and OTES, respectively. Similar trends were also observed for the other bacteria,
namely P.A and E. coli, as given in Table 1. Note that the QUAT only partially bonded to the OTES,
thus the remaining QUAT leached, forming the zone of inhibition. Again, it should be mentioned that
the ZOI for OTES is due to the antibacterial effect of ethanol [31]. Though the antimicrobial mechanism
for QUATs is unclear [32], it is generally believed that the electrostatic interaction between the positively
charged nitrogen moiety (N+) in QUATs and the negatively charged intracellular molecules (such as
phospholipid bilayer, RNA and DNA) leads to cell membrane and cytoplasmic (lipid or protein)
perturbation resulting in subsequent bacterial death [32,33]. Again, due to its amphiphilic nature,
hydrophobic tails can interact electrostatically with the hydrophobic groups of the phospholipid bilayer
and in the process, disrupt the bacterial membrane core, leading to bacterial death [34].
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Figure 4. (a) Disk diffusion assay of ethanoic solution of: OTES (Region S1); OTES-QUATs (region
S2); (QUATs) (region S3) and Ethanol (region S4), treated against Staphylococcus aureus bacterium.
(b) Graphical representation of adhesion reduction of Staphylococcus aureus, Pseudomonas aeruginosa and
Escherichia coli on OTES/Al, OTES-QUATs/Al, QUATs/Al and etched Al substrate.

Table 1. Disk diffusion assay results of OTES-QUATs samples.

Agent

Mean Diameter Zone of Inhibition (ZOI) (mm)

Gram-Positive
Bacterium Gram-Negative Bacteria

Staphylococcus aureus
(ATCC 6538) P. aeruginosa (ATCC 9027) E. coli (ATCC 7839)

OTES 12.0 ± 0.5 11.0 ± 1.0 11.0 ± 1.3
OTES-QUATs 34 ± 1.6 22 ± 1.4 25 ± 0.9

QUATs 39 ± 0.8 24 ± 1.2 27 ± 0.8
Ethanol 13 ± 0.8 12 ± 0.5 12 ± 0.5

Figure 4b, shows the graphical representation of bacterial adhesion reduction/cm2 for the model
bacteria under study (shown in the Supporting Information, Table S3). OTES passivated aluminum
sample showed a bacterial adhesion reduction factor of 1.6 (98%), 1.0 (90%) and 0.9 (87%) for S.A,
P.A and E-Coli respectively, compared to etched Al substrate. Contrarily, OTES-QUATs/Al samples
exhibited a log reduction of 2.45 (99.9%), 1.88 (99%) and 1.85 (99%) for the same bacteria, respectively.
Similarly, QUATs/Al sample, showed a 2.39 (99.6%), 1.79 (98.4%) and 1.69 (98.0%) log reduction.
However, on etched Al substrate (used as control), there were no significant reduction in bacterial
colony. Compared to OTES/Al samples, the OTES-QUATs/Al samples were superior and exhibited two
order of magnitude higher by reduction factor due to the synergistic effects of QUATs and OTES.

It is worthwhile mentioning that the OTES-QUATs passivated etched aluminum compares
favorably to other superhydrophobic coatings/surfaces reported in the literature [11,12]. For example,
in the work of Chung et al. [12], a silver-perfluorodecanethiolate superhydrophobic coatings on
silicon wafer exhibited bacterial adhesion reduction factor of 77%. Additionally, in a related study by
Wang et al. [11] a perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane superhydrophobic diamond films showed a bacterial
adhesion reduction of 90% to 99%. However, direct comparison of reported results in the literature
must be treated with caution, due to possible different experimental conditions. In this study the
superhydrophobic surfaces fabricated from a biocompatible siloxane precursor and a commonly used
disinfectant (QUATs), which exhibits an excellent bacterial adhesion reduction factor of 99.9% against
S.A, (Gram +ve) bacterium, and 99% against both P.A and E. coli (Gram −ve) bacteria, respectively,
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appears promising. In general, the OTES-QUATs on aluminum surface exhibits both anti-biofouling
and antibacterial properties due to the combined effects of low energy OTES and micro-nano roughness
and the presence of QUATs, respectively. As a further study, OTES-QUATs solution was drop cast on
cotton fiber and tissue paper and exhibited water roll-off properties (Videos S1 and S2), suggesting
that superhydrophobic OTES-QUATs could be explored in fabricating anti-biofouling healthcare
consumables such as nose masks, bedsheets and medical scraps.

4. Conclusions

In this study, aluminum surfaces with tunable superhydrophobic, anti-biofouling and antibacterial
properties were described. These surfaces were fabricated by chemical etching of aluminum
substrates, followed by passivation with OTES-QUATs molecules. The OTES-QUATs solution
exhibited excellent antibacterial activity, with a ZOI of 34 ± 1.6, 22 ± 1.4, and 25 ± 0.9, against
Staphylococcus aureus, Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Escherichia coli, respectively. Similarly, OTES-QUATs
on aluminum surface showed superior anti-biofouling property with a 99.9% bacterial adhesion
reduction factor for Staphylococcus aureus, 99% for Pseudomonas aeruginosa and 99% for E. coli
bacteria, due to both superhydrophobic nature of OTES and antibacterial nature of OUATs molecules.
Overall, the antibacterial properties of the OTES-QUATs passivated aluminum looks promising and
can be regarded as an adjunct to hand hygiene for reducing potential bacterial infections in hygiene
critical environments.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2079-6412/10/10/982/s1,
Figure S1: ATR-FTIR spectra, Table S1: QUATs: OTES molar ratio, Table S2: Variation of surface roughness,
contact angle (CA) and contact angle hysteresis, (CAH), Table S3: Antibacterial activity, Video S1: OTES-QUATs
treated cotton fiber, Video S2: OTES-QUATs treated tissue paper.
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